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WP2  Progress and on going work

• Geo-rectification of Sokolov images 2009-2010 (finished)
• Geo-rectification protocol  (report in preparation)  
• Geo-rectification quality indicators  (report in preparation)
• Radiometric  quality indicators (report is ready)
• Atmospheric correction comparison (protocol and 

indicators) (report is ready)
• Lab measurement of samples from the RSA campaign 

(protocol and indicators) (report in final process) 
• Preparation of template for the quality indicators 

deliverable D2.2 (waiting for DLR, BGS output) 
• Field protocols: ASD, cross-cal, leaves, dust (Gorazd, 

TAU, BGS/CGS), Borehole ( report in final process)



Subtask 1.2.3 and deliverable D1.8 
discussion

• A request to refine this deliverable
• The 1 month that was allocated for this subtask was 

fully completed
• Combination of D1.9 (was not planned) and D1.8 was 

suggested by Dominic and Simon 
• D1.8 title: “Status quo of monitoring environmental 

indicators by EO services” - literature review.
• D1.9: environmental indicators in the fields of land use, 

water and air quality, mass flow, hazards etc.



Monitoring environmental indicators 
by EO services Deliverable D1.8



Main mapping of Environmental 
indicators and EO instruments (D1.8)

Environmental Indicator EO Product Scientific Principal

1 (28) Iron Oxides precipitates 
associated with Acid mine 
drainage AMD

Reflectance spectroscopy & 
multispectral images

AMD in water has high reflectance signal at 650 & 750 nm

2 (11) Slope stability Ground-based interferometric
radar

Time intervals measurements to detect small changes in the 
rock face.

3 (5) Ground subsidence space-borne synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR)

Time intervals measurements to detect small changes in 
ground elevation

4 (3) Heavy metals Reflectance spectroscopy & 
Chemical analysis

Calibrating spectral data to chemical analysis using neural 
network

5 (16) AMD polluted water sources in 
abandoned mines

Air-borne TIR images, Chemical 
analysis

Detecting water sources in mine environment through TIR 
anomalies + chemical analysis of each source for PH & 
specific conductance

6 (1) Land cover & land use change Space-borne multispectral images Change detection on by time intervals over 30 years, applied 
on classification products generated through ISODATA-
masking-decision tree.

7 (9) Soil Mercury contamination Reflectance spectroscopy & 
Chemical analysis.

Correlating spectra with chemical sampling by the use of 
principal component regression to generate a spectral 
regression model.

8 (21) PH levels in mine drainage water. Reflectance spectroscopy, air-
borne HR multispectral video, 
chemical & XRD analysis, 

Spectral discrimination of minerals correlated with PH levels 
using Band-center and band-depth analysis. Use of spectral 
angle difference mapping to correlate sediment color with 
stream water PH.

9 (32) Ferruginous materials from tailing 
dumps

Air-borne hyperspectral images Quantitative techniques: Matched filtering & linear spectral 
unmixing.
Qualitative techniques:  band ratios & variations in strength of 

spectral features.

10 
(47)

Air pollution LiDAR system & flux chambers Monitoring the concentration of mercury particles in the air by 
calibrating LiDAR readings to measured chemical data.
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Sensor description summary (D2.1)
Sensor Platform Scientific principal Spatial Resolution Spectral 

resolution
Spectral 
range

Processing 
software

Product 
type

Price for space‐borne 
images (any air‐borne 
campaign will cost a few 
tens of thousands of €)

Imaging Hyper‐
spectral Data

Ground/Airborne/ 
Spaceborne

Reflected electro‐magnetic 
radiation in multiple 
continuous wavelengths 

Airborne 1‐5m

Spaceborne 18‐30m

Tens to 
hundreds of 
bands

0.4‐2.5  ENVI

ERDAS

Image Up to a few hundreds of €, 
EO‐1 images are free

Multi spectral data Mainly  
Spaceborne

Reflected electro‐magnetic 
radiation in a few chosen 
non‐continuous 
wavelengths

0.5‐30m 4‐10 bands

0.4‐2.5 

ENVI

ERDAS

Image Up to a few thousands of €

LANDSAT images are free

High spatial resolution 
Sensor

Airborne/ 
Spaceborne

Reflected electro‐magnetic 
radiation in RGB or 
panchromatic

0.2‐2m 1‐3 bands 0.4‐0.7  ENVI

ERDAS

Image Up to a few thousands of €

Aeromagnetic sensors Airborne Earth’s magnetic field 
variations

Depends on the survey 
specifications (50m‐
1000m)

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image Up to a few tens of 
thousands of €

Radiometric sensor Airborne Gamma rays produced 
during the decay of 
radioactive elements

Depends on the survey 
specifications (50m‐
1000m)

256 bands 0‐3.0 
MeV

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image Up to a few tens of 
thousands of €

Radar  Airborne/ 
Spaceborne

8‐100m Image Up to a few hundreds of €

Resistivity sensor Ground Transmitted electric current 5‐25m Res2DInv Image Up to a few thousands of €
(in typical ground 
applications)

EM sensor Ground/Airborne Transmitted electro‐
magnetic waves

Airborne: Depends on 
the survey 
specifications (50m‐
1000m)
Ground:10‐40m

Geosoft
ERmapper
Intrepid
ArcGIS

Image Up to a few tens of 
thousands of €

Thermal sensor 
system

Airborne/ 
Spaceborne

Emitted   electro‐magnetic 
radiation

90m (spaceborne) 3‐5 , 9‐
12

ENVI

ERDAS

Image Up to a few hundreds of €

ALERT Ground
ASD Spectrometer

3SHED

Ground Reflected electro‐magnetic 
radiation in multiple 
continuous wavelengths

Pin‐point 
measurement

2151 bands

0.4‐2.5 

ENVI

ERDAS

Spectrum



Sokolov HyMap 2009-2010 
campaigns – Geo-Rectification



2009



2010



Geo-rectification activities

• Geo-rectified mosaic images of 2009and 
2010 campaigns.

• Working protocol and methods.
• Quality evaluation methods developed 

by TAU-RSL for the Sokolov 2009-2010 
campaigns.



Geo-rectified mosaic

• TAU-RSL created geo-rectified mosaic images 
of the 2009 & 2010 Sokolov HyMap flight 
campaigns.

• The final mosaic image of 2010 campaign has 
a lower rectification quality than the 2009 
mosaic. As both images were created using the 
same rectification methods, we assume that 
there is some kind of initial data defect.



General Working Protocol

• Geo-referencing is done using PARGE software, programmed by Daniel
Schlapfer based on DLR’s expertise, with collaboration of Jan Hanus.

• For best results the following data sets should be used:
o GPS/INS files created in the acquisition process.
o Ground Control Points (GCPs) collected in the field or/and from a rectified image.
o DEM data

• Rectifying only with the GPS/INS files will give a low quality geo-referenced
image

• A relatively large number of GCPs is collected (more than 100 for each
strip). This is done in order to have sufficient data after removing points with
high errors (error levels are defined in the PARGE software)

• When collecting GCPs a number of issues need to be emphasized, as
detailed in the following slides.

• After rectification is complete, it is given a score as suggested in the last
part of this presentation.



Issues in choosing Ground Control points for 
rectification (protocol) 



GCPs should be well spread over the 
entire image, some areas such as 
forest and mine might not have good 
landmarks, thus, a particularly large 
number of GCPs should be taken from 
the perimeters of those areas (right 
image).
High resolution areal photography are 
important data for GCP’s extraction

GCPs



a

b

Image GPS reading of tall 
features will vary according 
to the photography angle 
(a). These features are 
recognizable by their long 
shadows (b), and should not 
be used as GCPs if possible

GCPs



A small tree and its shadow.
While it is possible to determine
the tree from the shadow in the
high-res orthophoto (A), it is
impossible to do so in the low-
res image (B). That, with the fact
that photography angles and sun
angles are different between the
two images, disqualifies this
point from becoming a good
GCP.

A

B

GCPs



When it is difficult to 
determine the exact 
location of the 
junctions' center, look 
for the purest (here -
brightest) pixel. In this 
image ground 
resolution is 4m, 
meaning that most 
pixels of the dirt road 
will be mixed with 
vegetation. The least 
mixed pixel is 
necessarily the center 
one. The usage of 
spectral data might 
help.

GCPs



b

c

a

A small private 
swimming pool 
consists of only one 
pixel in the 
hyperspectral image 
(a). This is an excellent 
GCP because of its 
size, shape (round and 
flat), color (easy to 
recognize) and height 
(very low). Other 
features seem to have a 
different morphology 
than in the orthophoto
because of the 
changing photography 
angles (b, c). 



GCPs

• Some features such as cars in a parking, hay piles and others are 
mobile, and although they can appear to be in the same location in 
both images, they might have been moved to some extent in 
between the acquisitions. These features are not recommended as 
GCPs.

• In an area where a few GCPs can be marked it is recommended to 
mark more than one, even if 2-3 GCPs are almost attached. The 
reason for this is the chance of high error in one point, which will 
lead eventually to its removal. 

• The amount of GCPs to be taken in an optimal situation (image 
containing a large number of well spread and well defined 
landmarks) should be approximately 0.004% of the number of 
pixels. At least half of the GCPs should be used for rectification after 
the removal of points with high errors in the PARGE georectification
software.



GCPs

• Some features such as cars in a parking, hay piles and others are 
mobile, and although they can appear to be in the same location in 
both images, they might have been moved to some extent in 
between the acquisitions. These features are not recommended as 
GCPs.

• In an area where a few GCPs can be marked it is recommended to 
mark more than one, even if 2-3 GCPs are almost attached. The 
reason for this is the chance of high error in one point, which will 
lead eventually to its removal. 

• The amount of GCPs to be taken in an optimal situation (image 
containing a large number of well spread and well defined 
landmarks) should be approximately 0.004% of the number of 
pixels. At least half of the GCPs should be used for rectification after 
the removal of points with high errors in the PARGE georectification
software.



Quality indicators and evaluation for 
geo-rectified images



A road appears without a shift
when crossing two flight lines
perpendicular to the lines’ edge
(top). The shift appears clearly
on a path crossing the flight
lines’ edge in a diagonal line
(bottom).

Give indicator + bad examp

Inter flight line rectification quality 
indicators and evaluation



A landmark and its coordinates in a Hymap
image (left) and from Google-Earth (right).



Creating Mosaic Image

Choosing Landmarks

Giving Weight Factor

Weighted Root Square 
Error (WRSE) 

Weighted Inter Line 
Error (WILE).

Mosaic Inter Line 
Error (MILE) 

Coordinates Ortho‐
photo Coordinates Image
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Mean 
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Stages for evaluation of geo-
referenced images



Intra flight line rectification quality 
indicators and evaluation

• The distance and azimuth between the two sets of coordinates of each checked 
target (distance error and azimuth) are calculated using the Vincenty Formula.

• Pixel size is a factor to consider, for this reason after having calculated the distance 
error for each point in meters, it is transformed to Pixel Distance Error (PDE): 
Distance Error/Pixel size = PDE  (ortho-photo vs. image) 

• Calculate the mean PDE (MPDE) of all checked points in the flight line.
• Calculate the standard deviation of the PDE (SPDE) for all checked points in the

flight line.
• Calculate the Targets Azimuth Standard Deviation (TASD) - standard deviation of

azimuths calculated with the Vincenty Formula only where PDE≥0.5pixel (in degrees
only. If azimuth is greater than 180, reverse azimuth should be applied).

• Calculate the Single Line Rectification Index (SLRI): SLRI= SPDE +

Give a score to the result:
SLRI≤1=Excellent, 1<SLRI≤2=Good, SLRI>2=Bad



Inter flight line rectification quality 
indicators and evaluation

• Choose 10 landmarks, which are well spread along the boundary line
between two flight lines and are common for both lines.

• The Chosen objects should be at least partly diagonal in relation to the
boundary line (angle between object and flight line edge ≠ 90°), as this
represents better inter flight line mismatches (image in next slide).

• A semi-quantitative weight factor is given to each point according to its’
interest and importance for further interpolation. The weight factor is
between 1 and 3, where 3 represent the areas with highest interest.

• Calculate the Weighted Root Square Error (WRSE) by quantifying the
inter-line shift in terms of pixels and multiplying by the weight factor:

• Calculate the mean of all WRSE points to find the Weighted Inter Line
Error (WILE).

• For three flight lines or more calculate the mean of all WILE in a mosaic to
find the Mosaic Inter Line Error (MILE)



Final geo-reference score

• To give the final score for a geo-referenced mosaic image calculate the 
average SLRI for all flight lines and multiply the result with the MILE (or WILE 
for only two lines) score.

• Geo-score ≤5 is considered good. Notice that you can improve the Geo-score 
by adding GCPs to areas with a high weight factor prior to rectifying.

•Also taken into account the albedo smoothness ASMOT which is calculated by 
X’ Y profile of the mosaic image in three wavelengths: VIS (500nm), NIR 
(1100nm) and SWIR (2250nm). 
•Calculation:  

ASMOT= (Number of steps in swath distance/ [(number of flight 
lines)X2 – 2]) * 100 

0 – Very good, 100 Very bad  



Distanc
e error 
(m)

PDE Error 
azimuth

8.147 1.6294 156°

Choosing landmarks and 
giving weights (left). A 
landmark and its coordinates 
(right) from flight line No. 4 of 
HyMap 2009 campaign (top) 
and Google-Earth (bottom)



Landmark 
No.

Coordinates -
GoogleEarth

Coordinates – HyMap 2009 Distance
error (m)

PDE Error 
azimuth

1 50°12'22.49"N
12°45'28.68"E

50°12'22.46"N
12°45'28.51"E

3.496 0.6992 75°

2 50°11'45.05"N
12°41'2.54"E

50°11'45.02"N
12°41'2.41"E

2.74 0.548 70°

3 50°11'31.71"N
12°37'44.45"E

50°11'31.95"N
12°37'44.30"E

7.99 1.598 158°

4 50°10'3.64"N
12°33'26.14"E

50°10'3.70"N
12°33'26.01"E

3.177 0.6354 125°

5 50°10'17.15"N
12°31'5.31"E

50°10'17.39"N
12°31'5.14"E

8.147 1.6294 156°

MPDE=1.022
SPDE=0.542919
TASD=42.54057

SLRI = 0.542919 + (42.54057/45) * 1.022
SLRI = 1.509
WRSE for flight lines 4-5 = 0.6

GeoScore = 1.509*0.6
GeoScore = 0.9054

Example of 
GeoScore
calculation for 
flight line No. 4 
and No. 4‐5 
overlapping region 
of Sokolov 2009 
HyMap campaign, 
and comparison to 
GeoScore results 
of the same area 
from the 2010 
campaign

2010 results (flight line No. 2):

MPDE=1.23856
SPDE=0.711439
TASD=18.92749 WRSE for flight lines 2-3 = 2.106

SLRI = 0.711439 + (18.92749/45) * 1.23856
SLRI = 1.23

GeoScore = 1.23*2.106
GeoScore = 2.59

2009 results (flight line No. 4):



Atmospheric correction 
comparison



Radiance data (L1) correction Atmospheric correction

2009

TAU1
SVC method with the beach, concrete and
parking (asphalt) calibration targets.

ATCOR4;
Empirical-Line fine tuning with the beach,
concrete and parking (asphalt) targets.

TAU2
Reducing the noise by applying the MNF
transform.

ACORN6;
Empirical-Line fine tuning with the beach,
concrete and parking (asphalt) targets.

DLR ATCOR4

ASCR
ATCOR4 with a vicarious calibration (concrete
target, sunphotometer measurements).

UZH ASCR with BRDF correction (nadir
normalization)

2010

TAU1
SVC method with three nets as calibration
targets.

ATCOR4 with De-shadow mode; Empirical-
Line fine tuning with the nets targets.

TAU2
Reducing the noise by applying the MNF
transform.

ACORN6;
Empirical-Line fine tuning with the 2009
concrete and asphalt ASD measurements.

DLR ATCOR4

Atmospheric corrected data



The comparison was performed in three levels:

a. Finding the spectral differences between various corrections, on an

image base and on selected ROIs.

b. Calculating the spectral similarity of each correction to ASD ground

measurements.

c. Comparing the spectral consistency between two adjacent flight lines

for each correction, on an image base and on selected ROIs.

Methodology



Inter-corrections spectral similarity  

Image base

Inter-corrections spectral similarity 

ROI base

Dividing image A (corrected with method

A) by image B (corrected with method B);

Applying the SAM algorithm to the

division image with a constant spectrum of

1 as the endmember (reference) spectrum.

Presenting a ROI’s average spectrum as a

vector in a space with dimensionality equal

to the number of spectral bands;

Calculating the angle between the vector

from image A and its analogue vector from

image B.

The smaller the angle values, the better the inter-corrections spectral similarity.

Methodology



Color-
stretching 

values

Image base inter-corrections spectral similarity - flight line 05_2009

TAU1/ASCR TAU2/ASCR DLR/ASCR UZH/ASCR

Higher spectral similarity0.01-1.0 0.01-1.0 0.01-0.3 0.01-0.1

Spectral differences exist
between the various
corrections. They are smaller
in pixels with relatively high
albedo, e.g. minerals and
larger in pixels with low
albedo, e.g. dense vegetation.
The differences between
ASCR and UZH are the
smaller in the middle of the
image and increase in the
margins, reflecting the BRDF
correction supplement
performed by UZH.



TAU1/DLR TAU2/DLR Higher spectral similarity
0.02-1.5Color-

stretching 
values

0.02-1.5

The spectral differences are larger in
pixels with low albedo (e.g. dense
vegetation) and are smaller in pixels
with relatively high albedo (e.g.
minerals).

Image base inter-corrections spectral similarity - flight line 01_2010



Asphalt Clay

Yellow mineral Red field

Grey mineral Lignite

ROI base inter-corrections spectral similarity - flight line 05_2009

TAU1, TAU2, DLR, ASCR, UZH
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Spectral differences are found, to some extent or another, between the ASCR’s correction
and the others. However, it is difficult to point on the preferred correction
methodology.
The best evaluation of the atmospheric correction is hence a spectral
comparison of a resulting pixel with ASD ground measurements.

ROI base inter-corrections spectral similarity -
flight line 05_2009 (Quantification)



A spectral comparison of ROIs in images 01, 02, 05_2010 with their

ASD ground measurements was done by presenting a ROI’s average spectrum and

the analogue ASD spectrum as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal to the number of

spectral bands; Calculating the angle between the ROI vector and the ASD vector.

The smaller the angle values, the good quality the atmospheric correction.
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Comparison results



ASD - TAU1
ASD - TAU2
ASD - DLR

A spectral comparison of ROIs with their ASD 
ground measurements (continue) 
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The similarity between the corrected spectra of DLR, TAU2, TAU1 and the ASD
ground measurements is quite high, with angle values ≤ 0.1 radians, in some ROIs
more than in other and in some corrections higher similarity than others.
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Inter-flight lines spectral consistency

Image base

Inter-flight lines spectral consistency 

ROI base

Choosing a overlapping region from two adjacent

geo-rectified images: image 1A (flight line 1

corrected with method A) and image 2A (flight

line 2 corrected by method A); Applying the SAM

algorithm to the overlapping region, once from

image 1A and then from image 2A, with a

constant spectrum (arbitrary chosen) as the

endmember (reference) spectrum; Subtracting one

rule map from the other.

Presenting a ROI (appearing in both images, 1A

and 2A) average spectrum as a vector in a space

with dimensionality equal to the number of

spectral bands; Calculating the angle between the

vector of the ROI in image 1A and its analogue in

image 2A.

The smaller angle values, the better the spectral consistency between adjacent images.

spectral consistency



Flight line 05_2009

Flight line 04_2009

A mosaic image of flight lines 05_2009,
04_2009 and the overlapping region
(surrounded with a red line).

0 0.200

Higher spectral similarity

TAU1 0.074±0.049

TAU2 0.061±0.042

DLR 0.044±0.032

ASCR 0.043±0.033

UZH 0.042±0.034

Image base inter-flight lines spectral consistency

A lower mean value (the number near each subtraction image), as in DLR, ASCR and UZH
corrections, represents a higher spectral similarity\consistency between the two flight lines.



The highest spectral similarity between ROIs appearing in both adjacent flight

lines is the highest (smaller angle values) for DLR’s correction. Therefore, the

inter-flight lines spectral consistency is the highest in this correction.

ROI base inter-flight lines spectral consistency
between two adjacent flight lines: 01_2010 and 02_2010
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Atm. comparison Summary

• Various atmospheric corrected images were compared and found to be spectrally

different to some extent.

• The evaluation of each correction was based on quantifying the spectral similarity

of ROIs to existing ASD measurements. For most ROIs in 2010 flight lines the

corrections of DLR or TAU2 showed the highest spectral similarity to the ground

measurements. It should be emphasize that we need to have more ASD ground

measurements of reliable targets for the valuation of the atmospheric

correction.

• The corrections of DLR, ASCR, UZH 2009 and DLR 2010 showed a higher inter-

flight lines spectral consistency than TAUs’ corrections, within an overlapping

region. This observation for two adjacent flight lines can be an indicator for the

consistency of the correction across all the flight lines.



RSA and Sokolov
measurements



Sokolov street dust spectral profile



RSA street dust spectral profile

A5
B5

A10

B15



Comparison between Sokolov and RSA (EXAMPLE ) 



Borehole RSA
UnpollutedPolluted



Future activities



Up coming Campaigns

• Sokolov July 2011
– AHS campaign
– Dust samples measurements
– ASD measurements

• Kyrgyzstan
– ASD measurements
– Worldview imagery 



Sokolov 2011 ASD 
measurement plan

As an outcome from 
the initial analysis 40 
locations of interest 
were selected for 
close inspection and 
measurement



Data processing

• Analyze all the dust measurements by NIRS 
Quantitative Method (Against Chemical 
Attributes) 
– Sokolov and RSA
– Gorazd, TAU, Danel’s

• Change detection of Sokolov mosaics using new 
innovative Algos

• Analyze RSA ASD (including borehole) 
measurements 

• Analyze RSA satellite images



Quality indicators

• Produce Thermal quality indicators
• Write and integrate quality indicators 

deliverable D2.2
• Develop change Detection Quality 

indicators 



Presentation summary

• WP2 progress
– Geo-rectification
– Atm comparison
– Deliverable D1.8 – D1.9

• Up-coming activities
– Sokolov and Kyrgyzstan campaigns
– D2.2: Quality indicators
– Data analysis 


